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» Tucson tech: Tucson’s C-Path drug institute looks to boost its future funding 07/10/2012 Arizona Daily Star
TherapeuticsDaily.com

» UA’s 21st president starts her first day on the job (College of Medicine’s Linda Don, Vicki Gotkin, Clint McCall, Tanisha Price-Johnson, Cazandra Zaragoza and Ashley Vallet pictured with President Hart) 07/09/2012 KVOA-TV
MSNBC.com
Arizona Daily Star
WMBF-TV

» Travel Health: Sleep Right (Rubin Naiman, Ph.D., director of Circadian Health Associates and clinical assistant professor of medicine at the University of Arizona’s Center for Integrative Medicine) 07/09/2012 Endless Vacation Magazine - Online

» Half of all heart patients make medication errors (Kevin Boesen, director of the Medication Management Center at the University of Arizona College of Pharmacy) 07/09/2012 Pharmacy Choice